
NGOW 25TH SEPTEMBER 2019 MEETING DIARY 

Apologies were received from Charlie Ablett, Robbie Burns, Leon Dixon, Erik Teekman and 
Richard Turnbull.   

President Bill Filmer welcomed fifteen existing members and one possible new member, Jim 
Austin.  Bill complimented Tony Clark on his recent improvements to our website and noted 
that the September issue of The Borer had been posted there.  In his capacity as joint Borer 
editor Bill thanked Neil Bruce-Miller for his three contributions to this issue and encouraged 
others to follow suit for the March 2020 issue.  He hoped every edition would feature an 
article about workshop safety and was anxious to obtain copy for that segment from a full 
cross-section of the membership.  Bill reminded us that our Christmas/End-of-Year function 
would be an evening barbeque, starting at 5pm, at the Fish and Game rooms and full details 
would be emailed to everybody closer to the time.  There being no questions or discussions 
about the minutes of the last committee meeting or the diary of our August meeting we 
moved on to the main topic of the evening; jigs. 

Chris Feltham opened the discussion with a PowerPoint presentation.  He covered the 
reasons for using a jig, the options of buying or making an appropriate jig and the best 
materials to use.  All his comments were leavened with the wisdom of Michael Fortune, who 
ran a course on jig construction at the Centre for Fine Woodworking in 2015, which Chris 
attended.  Chris demonstrated several Michael Fortune-designed jigs, and a few of his own, 
to illustrate key points and then members were invited to show their own favourite jigs. 

 Tony Clark began by showing us two examples of purpose-built jigs.  Both used Formica 
coated MDF with the first designed to help create a “brain gymnasium”.  This, it transpired, 
is a board with two adjacent circular grooves on each side with the circles on one side joined 
by a diagonal track.  The idea is to move the board so that marbles rotate smoothly within 
and between the tracks which is probably not as easy as it sounds.  The jig is hollow and the 
workpiece sits in the centre so that the circles are neatly aligned on each side of the board.  
The second was also a router jig but designed to cut two rectangles for a cross without 
rounding on the cross points. 
 



Paul Trolove had a collection of more general-purpose jigs including, in addition to several 

others, one for cutting splines into boxes, one using 
hold-downs, an adjustable tapering jig and a box joint 

jig. 

 

Paul Gutch showed us his 
ring-box making jig, which 
uses Perspex to allow easy 
positioning of the workpiece, 
and features cams for quick 
and rigid fixation.  

  



His finishing wax now has a name and a professional looking label. 

Larry Spitz extolled the virtues of the L-fence, a multi-purpose jig copied from a Fine 
Woodworking article by Bob Van Dyke.  The article appears on pages 60 – 65 of issue 237, 
the “Tools and Shops” edition of 2014.  (If you’d like a hardcopy printout of the full article 
just send me an email:  cfeltham@xtra.co.nz ) 

Peter Field demonstrated a stop which straddles 
the near end of his saw bench sled and locks in 
place with a cam.  Quick to adjust it allows him to 
cut multiple pieces of wood to the same length with 
minimal fuss and is more compact than a clamp. 

Bryan Swadel showed us a very versatile carving 
vice, designed to hold a workpiece firmly at almost 
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any angle.  He illustrated its versatility with a partially completed carved turning of honey 
locust ((Gleditsia triacanthos).   

(An aside.  Honey locust is a native of North America but distributed 
worldwide.  It has large thorns, 30 – 100mm long, and prominent 
seed pods.  The seed pods are often fed to cattle who spread the 
seeds in their faeces, making the tree an aggressively invasive 
species.  Honey locusts produce a high quality, durable wood that 

polishes well, but the tree does not grow in sufficient numbers to support a bulk industry.  A 
niche market exists for honey locust furniture.  It is also used for posts and rails because of 
the dense, rot-resistant nature of the wood.  In the past, the hard thorns of the younger 
trees were used as nails and the wood itself was used to fashion treenails for shipbuilding.) 

Niven Paine explained 
his simple but effective 
template which allows 
a turned item, such as a 
table leg, to be grooved 
symmetrically round its 
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circumference.  
 

Gaston Monge-Grassi had a sample mini-vice which he is planning to market in conjunction 
with John Shaw. 

 

Aside from jigs he also displayed a 
dangerously sharp Japanese plane and the 
hammer, made in New Zealand by Philip 
Marcou, which he uses for adjusting it.  The 
hammer has interchangeable head surfaces. 

Finally Tony Clark passed round two samples 
of unknown wood, probably laburnum and 
osage orange. (Maclura pomifera) 

The meeting concluded just after 9 p.m.  The 
next monthly meeting will be at 7 p.m. on 
October30th. 


